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Ages

20

Jesus loves  
children like you!

Color Jesus and his friend.

[20]

13

Mawtha is brave. Tell me  about a time you were brave.

“Take courage. I am here!” (Matthew 14:27)

Talk and Play 
Together Mawtha isn’t 

scared of the dark. Are you? Why?

Mawtha likes wearing pretty colors. What colors do you think are pretty? 

Mawths’s eyes are 
big, big, big. How 
big can you make 
your eyes?

[13]

32

Circle the picture that is different.

Find the 
Difference

[32]

9Connect the dots to help Ray play.
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21

“Our great power is from God, 

not from ourselves.”

(2 Corinthians 4:7)

Can you find a flower pot, some flowers, a truck, an umbrella, a shovel, a pail, a ball, 

and a car?

Seek and Find
[21]

28

Help Tad Find 
His Lunch

START HERE

[28]

Mystery Mazes

Hidden Pictures

Dot-to-Dot

Coloring Pages

What’s Different

Talk & Play Together

TMTM

A c t i v i t y  B o o k
Preschool



3

Hello, new friend!
I’m Buzzly Bee, and you won’t BEE-lieve all the fun I have for you!

You’ll meet five of my bestest-ever buddies 
and play games with them. And you’ll find out which of them can see in the dark, grow back their tails, and glow in the dark. Un-BEE-lievable stuff!

Ready to get started?
Turn the page and buzzzzzzzz on in for a honey of a happy time!



4

Olivia is the owl-around 
kindest flyer you’ll ever find.

Mawtha is my  
bravest-ever friend.

And Tad is the funnest  
frog ever!

Sal is one super 
salamander—you’ll love him.

Radar is my best bat buddy.

Nobody glows better 
than my glowworm 

friend, Ray!

Here are six new friends 
you’re about to meet:



7
Circle five differences.

Find the 
Differences



8

Help Olivia Feed 
Her Puppy

START HERE



21Can you find a             bandage, a             bottle of soda, a        banana, a              pair of scissors,  

and some             cheese?

Seek and Find



25

Radar needs a wing. Connect the 
dots to help him.
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Ray and Sal are friends. 
Tell me about one of 
your friends.

“Our great power is from 
God, not from ourselves.”

(2 Corinthians 4:7)

Talk and Play 
Together

Ray has a strong body. 
Show me strong you are.

Ray can glow 
in the dark. 
What can you 
do that’s fun?

Ray likes living in a 
cave. Where do you 
like living?



45

Color terrific Tad.




